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What can you do with KAZAKDOR ?
KAZAKDOR specializes in horse races at the French PMU event. In other words, you
can only bet on the Tiercé, Quarté and Quinté of the French PMU.
KAZAKDOR, following your choices, will give you a list of combinations to play, then
you go to play where you want.
In the Tiercé, you have to find the first three horses of the finish. For the Quarté, the
first 4 and for the Quinté, it is the first 5 that will have to find.
KAZAKDOR is a jewel for french turfists. When you have it in your hands, you will not
be able to do without it.

How you choose your race ?
During this tutorial, we will train on the race of 26 August 2019 called "Prix de Mortain" and
which had 15 horses at the start.

Click on the “Jouer" button

Choose the race’s date and click
on « Tiercé », « Quarté » or
« Quinté » button

The magic is here! This is
where you will eliminate
many combinations

KAZAKDOR combination elimination
modules
KAZAKDOR has 11 modules
to eliminate race
combinations :

Now, let's see how each of these 11
modules works
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The eleventh module of KAZAKDOR (Tilt) is used only when displaying the remaining
combinations to play. We will talk about it later.

1- PANIERS
“Un Panier” in French means one Basket.
KAZAKDOR created in maximum 19 Baskets in which he will
place the racing combinations.
The winning combination can only be found in one Basket as
each combination can only be placed in one Basket! In other
words, you can not have two baskets containing the same
combination!
So, the goal of the game is to find the basket that will contain
the winning combination.
For example, on the race named "Prix de Mortain", the arrival
of the Tiercé was 14 9 6. In this race, that day, KAZAKDOR had
placed the combination 14 9 6 in the Basket named P27. So, if
we had chosen the P27 Basket for this Tiercé, we were 100%
sure to win.
This system is unique in the world and has been the success of
KAZAKDOR.
Only one Basket have the right combination, which one ?

1- PANIERS
KAZAKDOR stokes each combination in a single basket :

1- PANIERS
The big question is how KAZAKDOR places the combinations in
the different Baskets. Initially, he creates all the possible
combinations of the race, then, for each of them, he will follow
a complex calculation to know which basket to put away the
combination. At the end of this analysis, each Basket will
contain a number of combinations. We may also find baskets
without any combination in it. Each race has its own analysis
according to the race data.
In summary, all the combinations of the race were arranged in
different baskets. It only remains to find in which Basket has
been stored the winning combination!
For example in the race named "Prix de Mortain", there were
15 horses at the start, so KAZAKDOR created 455 combinations
in total (15x14x13 / 3!) for the Tiercé and created his 19
Baskets. In his analysis, all 455 combinations were split into
only 10 baskets. In other words, 9 of the 19 baskets did not
receive any combinations.
When the Basket name does not appear on the Basket button,
there is no combination in the Basket in question.

1- PANIERS
The number of combinations placed in each Basket, is not the
same and for each race, according to the analysis of KAZAKDOR,
the Baskets will be filled differently.
Here is a table showing the number of combinations that
KAZAKDOR has placed in each Basket for the “Prix de Mortain”:
Basket

Combinaison

Basket

Combinaison

P12

0

P21

37

P13

0

P22

34

P14

0

P23

35

P15

0

P24

46

P16

0

P25

97

P17

0

P26

139

P18

0

P27

48

P19

9

P28

2

P20

8

P29

0

P30

0

For another race, the data in this table would be totally different.

1- PANIERS
Do not try to find out how KAZAKDOR has divided each
combination into the Baskets, it's a very complex calculation
using data science. For you, you just have to find the right
Basket: the one that contains the winning combination.
In our example, the winning combination (14 9 6) had been
placed in the P27 Basket which also means that the winning
Basket was, for this Tiercé race, the P27 Basket because this
Basket contained the winning combination!

Therefore, if that day you chose the P27 Basket, without using
another KAZAKDOR module, you would have had 48
combinations to play and in these 48 combinations stored in
the P27 Basket, we would find the combinations 6 9 14!
How to choose the Basket you want to play?
Just click on the right button of the Basket!
The selected basket then takes another color.
You can choose multiple baskets if you want.
How to see the combinations contained in the Basket that I
chose?

1- PANIERS
When you have chosen your basket or baskets, go to the
bottom of the screen and click on the "Valider" button.
KAZAKDOR then displays the number of remaining
combinations. Then click on the "Voir Résultat” button to
display the result, in other word, the remaining combinations.

Here, we note that the P27 Basket we have chosen, contains
48 combinations among the 455 starting and we know that the
combination 14 9 6 will be found among these 48
combinations.
The Basket module alone eliminated 89.5% of the race's
combinations !!! KAZAKDOR is so amazing !
By choosing only the P27 Basket, KAZAKDOR is asked to
eliminate all combinations that are not stored in this Basket.
If I choose the P25 and P26 Baskets only, then KAZAKDOR will
keep all the combinations belonging to the P25 and P26
Basket and will eliminate all others.

1- PANIERS
We have in the final list, the 48 combinations to bet.
When the emoticon is happy, it is that the winning
combination is in the list.
For each Tiercé combination, there are 6 possible arrangements.
For example, the combination 1 2 3 can be arranged in 6 ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1
1
2
2
3
3

2
3
1
3
1
2

3
2
3
1
2
1

KAZAKDOR does not take into account the 6 arrangements, for
each combination, it takes only the first arrangement among the
6. This is why KAZAKDOR, for 15 horses at the start, initially
calculates 455 combinations and not 2730 combinations. It's up
to you to give the order you want on every remaining
combination.
The buttons Q Tilt and K Tilt concern another module of
KAZAKDOR, we will talk about it again when we talk about the
Tilt module.

1- PANIERS
Now, how do I know which Basket to choose when playing any race? 2 things can help you:
• the difficulty of the races
• Statistics
About the difficulty of the race, there are races where it is the best horses that make the
win then, there are open races (anyone can win, so it’s very difficult to find the good
combination).
The easy races are the races where the best horses prevail and these races have winning
baskets ranging from baskets P26, P27, P28, P29, P30.
The open races (very difficult to find the finish) are found in the baskets P12, P13, P14, P15,
P16, P17, P18, P20.
And the baskets P21, P22, P23, P24, P25 represent the races where there will be at the
finish, a mix of very good horses with bad horses that nobody saw at the finish ..

1- PANIERS
About statistics, KAZAKDOR offers you a nice surprise.

Click on the "Statistiques” button, then click on the
“Paniers" button, you will get a table summarizing the
percentage of the Baskets output. Here, we are interested
in the races Tiercé of August 2019. We have here, 26 races
in this period. If you want to view another period, just drag
the sliders. Click on the “Afficher” button to view the
results.

1- PANIERS
So we have 26 races on the month of August 2019 and
for the Tiercé, we can notice that 61.6% of the races
revolved around the P24, P25, P26 and P27 Baskets.
Throughout the year, on average, the P25, P26 and
P27 Baskets account for 65 to 70% of Tiercé races !!!
And this is true for 20 years and there is no reason to
change !!! You have a glimpse of the power of
KAZAKDOR whose analysis is based on data science.

If 65 to 70% of Arrivals Tiercé are in baskets P25, P26
and P27 then it is enough for me to bet only on these
baskets to win 65 to 70% of the Tiercé races !!!
At the very bottom, we have links of Baskets, if for
example you click on the link P27, KAZAKDOR will show
you the races which had for arrival, a basket P27. I will
change these links in the next version because the
presentation is horrible.
I hope you have understood everything, the Basket
module is a very powerful module that allows you to
eliminate in one click a maximum of combinations.

1- PANIERS
On our race "Prix de Montain" we had 48 combinations remaining having only chosen
the Paniers module. Let's see how the other modules of KAZAKDOR can help us further
reduce the number of remaining combinations.

2- GROUPES
The concept of “Groupes” is very simple, KAZAKDOR in its analysis data, has the
prognosis of the specialized press. He will count how many times each horse of the race
is quoted, then will consult each combination to assign a certain number of points to the
quotations of the horses.
He will thus create 7 Groups divided according to the points obtained by each
combination.

The first groups in the left (G1, G2) will contain combinations with horses very little cited
by the press while groups G5, G6, G7 will consist of combinations having essentially the
best horses. ( so very cited)
As with Paniers, each combination can only be found in one “Groupe”! It is therefore
necessary to discover in which Group the combination of the arrival has been placed.

2- GROUPES
Empty “Groupes” are Groups that did not receive
combinations after KAZAKDOR analysis. This is the case
here of “Groupes” G6 and G7. (KAZAKDOR does not display
their name)
In the “Prix de Mortain" race, the “Groupe” that contained
the winning combination was the G3 “Groupe”. It means
that in this race, KAZAKDOR placed the combination
14 9 6 in Group G3. Let's choose this group to see how
many combinations we have left. To choose a Group,
simply click on the Group button. You can also choose
several groups if you wish.

When you choose a Panier, KAZAKDOR eliminates all the
combinations not belonging to this Panier, it is as if you
said to KAZAKDOR: "keep me only the combinations of the
Panier that I chose". It's exactly the same for Groups. By
choosing G3 Group, KAZAKDOR eliminates all combinations
that are not in this Group. If Paniers P26 and P27 were
chosen and then G3 and G4 Groups, KAZAKDOR would
have eliminated all the combinations not present in the
P26 and P27 Baskets and then eliminated all the
combinations not present in Groups G3 and G4.

2- GROUPES
After choosing the P27 Basket and then the G3 Group, click
on the Validate button (Valider) to see how many
combinations we have left.

We have 17 left in two clicks! One click to choose a Basket
and another click to choose a Group…
Here is the list of these 17 remaining combinations :
3 6 9
6 11 15
3 6 12
6 13 14
3 9 12
6 13 15
4 6 9
9 12 15
4 6 12
9 13 14
4 6 13
9 13 15
4 9 12
12 13 15
6 8 9
6 8 12
6 9 14
These combinations are the only ones among the starting
455 to belong to the P27 Basket and the G3 Group.

2- GROUPES
Statistics can help you know which groups are coming out the most. Go to Statistiques
then click on the "Groupes" button.
For example, in August, Groups G2, G3 and G4 accounted for 92.3% of Tiercé races.

2- GROUPES
We can also have statistics on the Groupes that come out with such Panier.

Here, we want to know which are the Groups that came out with the P26 Basket.
Here I had 4 arrivals with a P26 Basket in August. 2 times it is the Group G2 that came out
with this Basket. 1 time Group G4 and 1 time Group G5. For example, in our "Prix de
Montain" race, we had a P27 finish with a G3. This means that the winning combination
(6 9 14) was stored in the P27 Basket and the G3 Group. thus, we can say that the arrival of
this race is P27 - G3. The arrival of the race "Prix Mortain" was actually P27 - G3 - S90.
We will see later what is an S90 when we talk about the Simulator module.

2- GROUPES
Remember, after choosing the P27 Basket and then the G3
Group, we have 17 remaining combinations :
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6

6 9
6 12
9 12
6 9
6 12
6 13
9 12
8 9
8 12
9 14
11 15

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

Let's see how to further reduce this number with other
KAZAKDOR combination elimination modules.

3- Chevaux HS
The “Chevaux HS” module is very simple to understand, you tell KAZAKDOR the horses
you do not want to see on arrival. For you, no chance that these horses will end up on
arrival. You can specify from 0 to 8 horses.
In our example, we decided to eliminate the horse
COMTESSE DU CLOS which was numbered 11.
Thus, KAZAKDOR will look at all the remaining
combinations and eliminate all the combinations
that will contain the number 11 :
3
3
3
4
4
4

6
6
9
6
6
6

9
12
12
9
12
13

4
6
6
6
6

9 12
8 9
8 12
9 14
11 15

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

When horses are disqualified before the race,
KAZAKDOR records them in the Chevaux HS
module.

3- Chevaux HS
Let's recap our game, we chose the P27 Basket, we chose the G3 Group and we
eliminated the number 11. We now have 16 combinations remaining.
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6

6
6
9
6
6
6
9
8
8
9

9
12
12
9
12
13
12
9
12
14

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

That day, I hesitated between 11 and 12. If I had
eliminated the 12, I would have remained 17-7 =
10 combinations. (There are 7 combinations
containing the 12).
Let's continue our game with the Tocards module.

4- Tocards
Tocards in french means the worst horses with the worst
odds. In KAZAKDOR's Tocards module, we have the 5 worst
horses in the race.
We can say to KAZAKDOR how much we see at most, at
least, exactly Tocards at the finish. We can also tell him
that we see between x and y Tocards on arrival. With x and
y between 0 and 3 for a Tiercé.

In our race, KAZAKDOR is decided that the 7, 2, 10, 5 and
14 are the worst horses of the race. In this race, the 14
(BLACK JACK FROM) is still on arrival!
Let's see what KAZAKDOR will do if we tell him we see at
least (au moins) 1 tocard at the finish among the 5 posted
by KAZAKDOR.
For information, when a box is on a yellow background, it
means that the horse was on arrival (at the finish).

4- Tocards
So, we want at least (au moins) 1 tocard at the finish
among the 5 posted by KAZAKDOR.
KAZAKDOR will look at each remaining combination and
eliminate all those that do not meet our condition: we
want at least 1 tocard on arrival!
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6

6
6
9
6
6
6
9
8
8
9

9
12
12
9
12
13
12
9
12
14

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

After analysis of KAZAKDOR, there are only 3 combinations
left! For example, the 4 6 12 combination does not contain
any of the 5 tocards. So, KAZAKDOR will eliminate this
combination!

4- Tocards
What would have happened if we had told KAZAKDOR that we
did not see any tocard on arrival? (exactly 0)
KAZAKDOR will look at each remaining combination and
eliminate all those that do not meet our condition: we want
any tocard on arrival! (in French : juste 0)
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6

6
6
9
6
6
6
9
8
8
9

9
12
12
9
12
13
12
9
12
14

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

After analysis of KAZAKDOR, there are only 13 combinations
left! For example, the 6 9 14 combination contain one of the
5 tocards. So, KAZAKDOR will eliminate this combination!
My God ! It’s the arrival !!! No chance to win !

5- Favoris
Favoris in French mean the best horses in a race.
KAZAKDOR systematically offers the 4 best horses of the
race.
Here, we have disabled the Tocards module to work only
on Favoris module and we ask KAZAKDOR to keep us only
combinations that contain exactly 2 Favorites among the 4
post by KAZAKDOR.
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6

6
6
9
6
6
6
9
8
8
9

9
12
12
9
12
13
12
9
12
14

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

After analyzing the remaining 16 combinations, none were
eliminated because they all contain exactly 2 favorites
among the 4 proposed by KAZAKDOR.

5- Favoris
And if we told KAZAKDOR we just want exactly 1 Favori on arrival among the 4 post by
KAZAKDOR. He would eliminate all combinations! because none have exactly one Favori
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6

6
6
9
6
6
6
9
8
8
9

9
12
12
9
12
13
12
9
12
14

6 13 14
6 13 15
9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

In the Tocards, Favoris and Pronostic modules (which we will see later), you will always
have 4 possible conditions to negotiate the elimination of the combinations:
- I see at least, (au moins) X horses in arrival
- I see at max, (au max) X horses in arrival
- I see exactly, (juste) X horses in arrival
- I see between (entre) X and Y horses in arrival
The most powerful of these conditions is exactly. It is she who eliminates the most
combination.

5- Favoris
KAZAKDOR also has statistics on FAVORIS and TOCARDS.

For example, in the month of August, approximately
73% of the races had a maximum of 1 Favorite on
arrival!
Similarly, 46.2% of the August races had no Tocard at
the finish and 46.2% had only one Tocard at the finish.

6- Simulator
The KAZAKDOR Simulator is a very powerful module, it simulates what has been played on
such a race and then ranks the combinations according to their played percentages. There
are 5 slices: S90, S75, S55, S20 and S3.
Slice 90 will contain the highly played combinations according to the Simulator. Slice 55
will contain the moderately played combinations and slice 3, represent the practically
neglected combinations. Slices 75 and 20 being intermediate slices.
Again, no need to understand how KAZAKDOR simulates what has been played at the
national level, it's very complicated. What interests us in this module is to know in which
slice KAZAKDOR has stored the winning combination.
To choose a slice, simply click on the slice button.
You can also choose multiple slices.
The Paniers, Groupes and Simulator modules are
based on the same principle: We have to find
where KAZAKDOR has hidden the winning
combination!
You now know what 14 9 6 2 4 - P27 - G3 - S90
means : for the Tiercé, the arrival 14 9 6 was
stored in a P27 Basket, a G3 Group and also stored
in slice 90 of the Simulator.

6- Simulator
Let's review our game: We chose a P27 Panier, a G3
Groupe and now choose the slice 90 of the Simulator. We
have disabled the Chevaux HS, Favoris and Tocards
module. After clicking on the “Valider” button, we have 9
combinations left !!! Awesome KAZAKDOR !

6- Simulator
With the modules Paniers, Groups and Simulator, you have
an incredible technique of eliminating combinations!
We saw that in 3 clicks, thanks to these modules, we went
from 455 combinations to 9 !!!
The race "Prix de Mortain" has the arrival 9 6 14 stored in
a P27 Basket, a G3 Group and in a the 90 slice of the
Simulator for the Tiercé.
We can say for simplicity that the arrival of the the race
"Prix de Mortain" for the Tiercé, is of type P27 - G3 - S90
If that day you made these choices, you will have won the
Tiercé with 9 € of bets and win either 1187 € or 164 €
depending on whether you have had the Tiercé in the
order or not and you bet on the PMU web site.

6- Simulator
OK, everything is perfect, but you have to be aware that
any error on any module will make you lose!
For example, instead of choosing the 90 Slice of the
Simulator, let’s take the 75 :

Lose

6- Simulator
Why we lost by choosing the slice 75 of the Simulator ? Each combination of a race is
analyzed by KAZAKDOR to define to which Panier, Groupe and Simulator this combination
will belong. In the "Prix de Montain" race, KAZAKDOR had defined that the combination
6 9 14 (the arrival) would be stored in the P27 Basket, in the G3 Group and in the slice 90
of the Simulator.
By choosing slice 75 of the Simulator, you tell KAZAKDOR to eliminate all the combinations
that are not ranked in slice 75 and since the combination 6 9 14 has been stored in slice 90,
this combination will be eliminated by the Simulator module ! And the victory goes under
your nose!
The Simulator also has statistics :
We see that half of August arrivals were placed in
slices 75 or 55. Which means that half of the winning
combinations have been placed between these two
slice.
Consequence: if in my Tiercé, I had systematically
chosen these two slices, the module, in 50% would
never have eliminated the winning combination!

7- Pronostic
The “Pronostics” module will allow you to set conditions on your prognosis . In general,
when I give a prognosis on 8 horses, it implies that I will have the arrival in my 8 horses.
Unfortunately this is not always the case, we often miss 1 or 2 horses in our prognosis to
have the arrival. KAZAKDOR will take this reality into account and will propose to refine the
conditions on our prognosis.
The conditions of the “Pronostics” module are the same as those of the Favoris and
Tocards modules. We can say for example to KAZAKDOR that in the 5 horses that I entered,
I am sure that I will have at least 2 at the arrival of the Tiercé. Or if I hesitate between 4
outsiders, I give them to KAZAKDOR and i can tell him that I will have exactly 1 on the
finish. This is the kind of condition that can be done with the “Pronostics” module.
In fact, the “Pronostics” module works exactly like the Favoris and Tocards modules,
except that here we give our prognosis.
You can enter 4 prognosis where you can lay down your conditions. For each of the 4
prognosis, you can give a maximum of 8 horses. Just drag the slider to display the boxes to
enter. If you do not display boxes, the module is disabled and KAZAKDOR will ignore it.

7- Pronostic
In the race of the "Prix de Mortain" we go this time, for
the demonstration, play only with the module Favoris and
Pronostics.
Among the top 4 horses in the race (6 9 13 12), we bet
that there will be only 2 at the finish. This is what we will
say to the Favoris module.
Then, we will give 5 horses in prognosis and say that we
will have just 2, we are not sure to have the Tiercé arrival,
we are afraid that we will miss a horse on arrival in our
prognosis.
Let's click on the button "Valider", on 455 combinations at
the start, we only have now 33 left!

7- Pronostic
Here are the 33 remaining combinations :
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4

6 9
6 13
9 13
6 9
6 13
9 13
6 12
9 12
12 13
6 9
6 13

4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

9
6
6
9
7
7
8
8
9
9
9

13
9
13
13
9
13
9
13
11
14
15

6 10 12
6 11 13
6 13 14
6 13 15
7 9 13
8 9 13
9 10 12
9 11 13
9 13 14
9 13 15
10 12 13

Add another prognosis, this time, we will take 3 horses (9
11 8) and tell KAZAKDOR that among these 3 horses, we
see at least (au moins) 1 at the finish.
We validate our game (click on “Valider” button) and, we
only have 22 combinations left, our Prognosis 2 has
eliminated 11 combinations.

7- Pronostic
Here are the 22 remaining combinations :
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4

6 9
6 13
9 13
6 9
6 13
9 13
6 12
9 12
12 13
6 9
6 13

4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

9
6
6
9
7
7
8
8
9
9
9

13
9
13
13
9
13
9
13
11
14
15

6 10 12
6 11 13
6 13 14
6 13 15
7 9 13
8 9 13
9 10 12
9 11 13
9 13 14
9 13 15
10 12 13

If we look carefully at the 11 combinations eliminated by
Pronostic 2 module, none of them have at least 1 horse in
our Prognosis 2.
OK, we have 22 combinations left, let's say there is still too
much to play, we will try to reduce these combinations by
choosing the Simulator Module and see how many
combinations will remain with the activation of the
Simulator ... Choose the slice 90 of the Simulator.

7- Pronostic
Here are the 22 remaining combinations before activing
the Simulator :
1 6 9
6 8 13
1 9 13
6 9 11
2 6 9
6 9 14
2 9 13
6 9 15
3 9 12
6 11 13
4 6 9
7 9 13
4 9 13
8 9 13
5 6 9
9 10 12
5 9 13
9 11 13
6 7 9
9 13 14
6 8 9
9 13 15
Let's click on the button “Valider” to validate our game
after having chosen slice 90 of the Simulator, KAZAKDOR
tells us that there are now only 6 combinations left!
Awesome ! I'm going to play that.
Of the 22 combinations, the Simulator eliminated 16
because these 16 combinations were not stored in slice 90
of the Simulator.

7- Pronostic
After using 2 Prognosis, the Favorites module and the
Simulator module, we ended up getting 6 combinations.
Thanks WHO ? Thank you KAZAKDOR!

8- 15 Pronostics Presse
KAZAKDOR systematically provides 15 tipsters. The module
here, lets say how many of the 15 tipsters will give the finish.
This module is effective when it is suspected that very few
tipsters among the 15 provided by KAZAKDOR, will find the
arrival.
I use this module only when I feel that only 1 or 2 tipsters will
give the finish.
We see here that only 1 tipster (the fifth) gave the finish. So,
here, I said that only one Tipster will give the finish.
If we just validate this module, with our condition, we have 69
combinations left. If I also choose the Basket P27, we only have
3 combinations left, with of course the arrival !!!
The conditions here are the same as in the Favoris, Tocards and
Pronostics module. Remember, you will always have 4 possible
conditions to negotiate the elimination of the combinations:
- I see at least, (au moins) X horses in arrival
- I see at max, (au max) X horses in arrival
- I see exactly, (juste) X horses in arrival
- I see between (entre) X and Y horses in arrival
with the 15 Pronostics Presse module, the condition will be
rather for example : I see at least X tipsters giving the arrival

8- 15 Pronostics Presse
This module is not effective if you are sure that many
(more than 5) tipsters will give the arrival. In this case,
KAZAKDOR eliminates very few combinations. Similarly, the
module is very inefficient if all 15 tipsters give roughly the
same prognosis.
This module also has its statistics:

We see, through statistics, for example, that in the month of
August, out of 28 Tiercé races, 11 times nobody gave the finish.
4 times, only 1 of the 15 tipsters, gave the finish ... Once, 11
tipsters gave the finish and at no time, 12,13,14 or all the
tipsters gave the finish.

9- Nums consécutifs

Series or Suite means the same thing for KAZAKDOR !
If I take the combination 1 2 3, we have 3 consecutive numbers, and if we have 3 consecutive
numbers, it implies that this combination also contains 2 consecutive numbers. KAZAKDOR
will therefore deduce that the combination 1 2 3 contains a series of 2 and a series of 3.
For the combination 1 2 4, we have 2 consecutive numbers, so it's a series of 2. The
combinations 1 7 8 and 11 12 15 are also a series of 2. However, the combination 1 12 15
does not contain any consecutive numbers, we say it's a No Serie.

Now that we know all about it, KAZAKDOR can eliminate series of 2, 3, 4 and 5 or combination
without series (No Serie). In the Tiercé, of course, we can only have at most series of 3.

9- Nums consécutifs
Here for example, we decided to eliminate all
combinations containing series of 2 and series of 3.
This module has its statistics :

We see, through statistics, that in the month of August, at the
level of the Tiercé, no series of 3 ( Suite de 3 nums) was at the
finish. By cons No Serie are there to 63% of races.
I often use this module at Tiercé, to eliminate the series of 3.

10- Tuyaux
The Tuyaux module is as easy to understand as the Chevaux HS module. Here, instead of
eliminating horses, we will tell KAZAKDOR that we want to see such horses on arrival.
KAZAKDOR will then eliminate all combinations that do not contain the horses given in
the Tuyaux module!
I advise you to use this module after the other modules. Also click on the "Valider"
button before using this module.
When you play a Tiercé, you can give up to 3 tips, for a Quarté, you can enter at most 4
tips and 5 for a Quinté.
To see how this module works, we will resume our game where we chose the P27
Basket, the G3 Group and the Simulator S90. We had, after validation of this game, with
9 remaining combinations.

10- Tuyaux
So, for our demonstration, we chose the P27 Basket, the G3 Group and the Simulator S90.
We had, after validation of this game, with 9 remaining combinations.
Here is the 9 remaining combinations :
4
6
6
6
6

6 9
9 14
11 15
13 14
13 15

9 12 15
9 13 14
9 13 15
12 13 15

These are the only ones to belong to both a P27 Basket, a
G3 Group and an S90 Simulator in the “Prix de Mortain”
race. All the others have been eliminated.
Let's see how we can further reduce the number of
combinations with the Tuyaux module.

10- Tuyaux
When you activate the Tuyaux module (by sliding the
cursor of the module), KAZAKDOR shows us a table
where for each horse of the race, we have the bet we
will play if we choose here such a horse.
So, if I do not activate the Tuyaux module, my bet will
be 9 €, but if I decide that my tip will be for example
the 14, the table tells me that my bet will be 3 € once
KAZAKDOR will eliminate all combinations that do not
contain 14.
Here's what's left after KAZAKDOR has eliminated
combinations that do not contain our tip 14 :
4 6 9
9 12 15
6 9 14
9 13 14
6 11 15
9 13 15
6 13 14
12 13 15
6 13 15
So we still have 3 combinations which will make us 3€
to bet.

10- Tuyaux
After entering the 14, click on the "Valider" button.
KAZAKDOR tells you that there are only 3 combinations
left and he has also updated the table. You can possibly
give another tip. For example, if I give 13, my bet will now
be 2€ but I will lose because KAZAKDOR will eliminate the
winning combination
6 9 14!
Let's stay with one tip, our 14. For 3€, no need to take
more risks ...

HORSE RACING APP

11- Tilt
We saw that the race "Prix de Montain" had 15 starters and that KAZAKDOR created 455
combinations for the Tiercé. If we want to play Quinté, on this race, KAZAKDOR will create
15x14x13x12x11 / 5! or 3003 combinations at the start.

Here is what the Tilt module says: Instead of starting from 3003 combinations for our Quinté,
why not start from the remaining combinations of the Tiercé? For example, in our previous
game Tiercé, without taking into account the Tuyaux module, we had 9 combinations left. If
I'm sure to win at Tiercé with these 9 combinations proposed by KAZAKDOR, I could inject
these 9 final combinations in the Tilt module. The Tilt then, would consult all the 3003
Quinté combinations of the race and eliminate all those who will not have at least 3 horses
among the 9 combinations of our Tiercé! The arrival of Quinté, necessarily contains the
arrival of the Tiercé! It is on this simple principle that the Tilt module is built.
Let's see how it works. We will first make a normal Quinté (without using the Tilt). For our
Quinté, we will choose a Basket, a Group and a Simulator. For the demonstration, we will
take the Winning Basket, the Winning Group and the Simulator Slice of the winning
combination. You now know how to do it. All we have seen for the Tiercé is essentially the
same thing for the Quarté and the Quinté. So let’s Go

11- Tilt
Click on the Quinté button

Choose P22 Basket
and G4 Group

Choose S55 Slide

Validate your game

Note that for the Quinté, the Basket, the Group and the winning Simulator are not the same
as for the Tiercé. This is normal, KAZAKDOR does a different analysis depending on the type
of game.

11- Tilt
Remember, for our Quinté, we chose a Basket, a Group and a Simulator and after KAZAKDOR analysis, we only have 113
combinations left. OKAY ! Now we forget this Quinté and we will redo our Tiercé using this time the Tilt to be able, from
our result Tiercé, switch to a Quinté. What I want to show you is that thanks to the Tilt, by replaying exactly the same
Quinté we have just done, we will have in the end much less than 113 combinations!
So we do a Tiercé, we chose the P27 Basket, the G3 Group and the Simulator S90 and KAZAKDOR offers us 9 combinations!
Now, click on the K Tilt button to switch to a Quinté with the results of the Tiercé.
The yellow and blue arrows indicate that we are on a Quinté in Tilt mode. Now do the same Quinté game we did at the
beginning, namely: Choose the P22 Basket, the G4 Group and the S55 Simulator and click on the Valider button.
KAZAKDOR shows us 12 combinations !!! Instead of 113 while we replay exactly the same Quinté at the beginning of the
demonstration. The only difference is that here we left a Tiercé to switch to Tilt mode to make a Quinté.
The Q Tilt button allows you to make a Quarté from the results of the Tiercé. Malin the Tilt is not it?

11- Tilt
Have you really understood the magic of Tilt? In the 113 combinations of the normal Quinté ,
there were 101 that did not meet the condition of the Tilt, namely, the combination Quinté
must have at least 3 horses of one of the combinations of the Tiercé result ! Only the 12
combinations selected by KAZAKDOR meet the Tilt condition.

Each of the 12 Quinté
combinations contains at least
3 horses from one of the 9
Tiercé combinations.

It's easier to find the arrival of the Tiercé than the Quarté ou the Quinté. So, I always do
a Tiercé and then I switch to Tilt mode on a Quarté (Q Tilt) or a Quinté (K Tilt). We can
also switch to a Quinté from the results of the Quarté.

Summary of KAZAKDOR modules
We have seen how the famous 11 KAZAKDOR combination elimination modules work. I hope
you are now comfortable to do your French Tiercé, Quarté and Quinté.
All modules are optional, so that KAZAKDOR offers combinations to play, you must activate at
least one module.
To activate a Basket, simply choose a Basket, the same for a Group or Simulator. To activate the
other modules, simply move the module slider or the switch buttons. Then provide the
necessary information. If there are typing errors, KAZAKDOR will let you know.

Whenever you change anything, KAZAKDOR clears the number of remaining combinations, just
press the Valider button again to see how many combinations you have left once your change
is done. You can not see the remaining combinations if you do not validate your game.
I wish you a lot of fun with KAZAKDOR and never forget that betting must remain a pleasure.
The power of KAZAKDOR is that you can bet small amounts with a lot more chance of winning.
This is the paradox of KAZAKDOR and it really works ...
Well, I was going to bed, I forgot to talk about KAZAKDOR Flash. Let's see what it is.

FLASH MALIN
Horse racing is a science where chance
has no place. But, to have fun without
thinking, KAZAKDOR offers Flash Malin,
a random system. However, KAZAKDOR
offers to give a boost to chance. Let's
see how it works.
Click on Flash Malin button.
We can ask Flash Malin to give us
between 3 and 8 horses at random. But
we will influence this random by
specifying how much we want favorites
and tocards in the hazardous proposal
of KAZAKDOR. For example here, I ask
KAZAKDOR that among the 8 horses he
will propose, I want to find 3 favorites
and a single tocard.
To see the proposal of KAZAKDOR, we
then click as many times as we want on
the button Lancer un Flash. At each
click we will have another proposal.

I clicked 9 times to get the Tiercé! Horses can be eliminated with the
Chevaux HS module. KAZAKDOR will not offer these eliminated horses. And
we can also give tips with the Tuyaux module to reduce the final
combinations. The tips you give must be part of KAZAKDOR's proposal. Click
the Voir Résultat button to display the combinations.
We notice that we can switch to Tilt mode with the results of Flash Malin!
It's a bit daring but funny.

FAQ
Will we have to enter the races and arrivals ourselves?
No, the race data are available online. Only Internet access is essential because when you
enter a date,
KAZAKDOR contacts a web service to retrieve part of the data of the race concerned. The
other part is on another web service that prepares the baskets, Groups and Simulator slices.
The race of the day will be available online no later than 21:30 the day before the race and
the arrival will be online no later than 22:00 the day before the race ... um pardon, 21:30
the day of the race. So you will not have to enter any data, just choose in KAZAKDOR, the
date of the race and make your game . If you have Internet on your mobile, no problem.

How to get KAZAKDOR ?
KAZAKDOR is an App developed for smartphones and Windows PCs. From your smartphone
phone, you can download the application. If you have an IPhone, go to the Apple App Store.
If your smartphone runs on Android, go to the Google Play Store. If you have a Windows
mobile, go to the Windows Store. You can also recover the PC version on Windows 10. The
acquisition of KAZAKDOR is definitive, no subscription system !!!

FAQ
How to play our tickets and pay our bets with Kazakdor ?
KAZAKDOR does not handle this aspect at all, I am not a bookmaker.
KAZAKDOR is content, according to your game, to give you a list of
combinations to play. Then, it's up to you to get your tickets and go to bet at
the PMU point of your choice or on the PMU website.

KAZAKDOR ARCHITECTURE

What else ?
I am working on the next versions of KAZAKDOR and wish that KAZAKDOR offers us the
right Basket, the good Group and the good Simulator. It's very complex especially as I want
a success rate of at least 70%.

I will also make sure that the user does not fill a lot of tickets by setting up the system of
“Champs réduits”.
Maybe one day, KAZAKDOR will be able to manage all the races in the world …
I'm proud to have introduced you to KAZAKDOR, it remains for me to wish you a lot of
success with this great App.
Gilbert,

